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The World Class Sales System
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1. At each stage we  learn more about the prospects wants and needs.
2. We also create greater enthusiasm and commitment. 
3. Our end goal is never just making a sale, but developing a Black Belt.

KNOW = Is this company credible? Are the people 
experienced and knowledgeable?

LIKE =
How enjoyable is it to be in this person’s 
company? How fun a place is this to do 
business with?

TRUST =
Will this company deliver on their 
promises. Do the people here mean what 
they say and will they follow through on it?
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Influence Factors

Enrollment 
Process Stage KNOW LIKE TRUST

Info Call
• They answer the phone in a 

timely manner

• They return voice mails / 
emails

• Staff have friendly voice tone

• Staff seem enthusiastic 
and genuinely interested in 
helping new people to get 
started

• Staff seemed interested in 
me and were not just trying to 
make an appointment or get 
off the phone

Walk In

• The facility is well maintained

• It looks clean and well 
organized

• They have professional 
informational materials

• I was greeted with a smile

• They answered all my 
questions

• The staff took a moment to 
meet each member of our 
family

• The staff asked sincere 
questions and listened to my 
responses

• I was greeted on time

• I noticed the way staff 
interacted with their current 
members

• What I was told seemed to 
match with what I was seeing

Trial Lesson

• I / my child learned some 
basic moves

• The instructor is 
knowledgeable and skilled at 
teaching

• I understood how the belt 
process works now

• The instructor was very 
patient and enthusiastic

• They praised my child 
frequently

• They smiled a lot

• My child had fun and the 
instructor took an interest in 
them

• The instructor really wanted 
to help my child ‘get it’

• They didn’t rush through the 
lesson

• I know they teach lessons like 
this every day but I felt they 
treated us as unique

Presentation

• I learned about the 
membership options

• Everything was clearly 
presented and logical

• The staff was confident in 
what they were saying

• They took my questions 
and objectives seriously 
and responded with more 
information without 
becoming defensive

• They are interested in 
helping my child, not just 
getting a new member

• Their recommendation 
to me was based on our 
specific situation, not just 
the biggest sale
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Understanding the Purpose of Sales Scripts

Sales scripts ensure that you consistently do the following:
• Ask questions that gather valuable information about a prospect’s wants and needs 
• Communicate the most valuable information about our services 

Delivering the sales script properly takes time and practice 
• Scripts need to be memorized to the point where you can recite them without hesitation 
• How you say the script is equally important to what you say 
• With time and experience you will make minor adjustments to customize your message to 

each prospect 
• As is true with your martial arts techniques, sales scripts require practice and repetition in 

order to feel natural


